
GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds
Pricing Document



GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds (G8CC) is downloaded as a release and configured within Cloud 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) that suits your needs. This model gives you greater flexibility to 
control everything about your G8CC deployment and control your data. (In the GCloud Framework 
we don't offer a hosted version)

Number of users. Price Per User/Per Month

1-59 £27.95

60-159 £24.95

160-459 £20.95

460-999 £15.95

1000-3999 £9.95

4000+ £6.95

All prices exclude UK VAT and based on a per user per month bases.

Note ONE: Explanation of how we calculate monthly pricing. 

Example. 59 User x 27.95 = £1649.05 per month when you increase to 60 Users x
£14.95 = £1497.00, all 60 users are priced at the next block pricing of £24.95.

Note TWO: You will have additional costs such as hosting, bandwidth to pay to the Cloud IaaS 
provider who is hosting your GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds deployment. 

Note THREE: You can take advantage of our configuration service that supports you or we can 
deliver the package ready to use. This comes at a cost of £300.00 per VM and will be added to your
first months bill and is offered as a off-site service.

Note FOUR: See service definition for how to buy work-flow.

Optional Extras.

External Handlers.

External Commit Handler are classed as additional users.

E.g. 1 Users + 10 External Commit Handler would cost = £27.95 each per month 
300 Users + 1 External Commit Handler would cost = £20.95 each per month.

Email Support.

Is 15 % of the total bill, Users + Optional Extras. E.g. Bill £100.00 support would be £15.00 on top.



Automated Backup.

Per Cluster for the first 1000 data blocks £39.95 per month.
For every 1000 additional data blocks £6.95

You will have additional Cloud IaaS and bandwidth costs on top of this monthly charge. These costs
depend on the Cloud IaaS provider your hosting your Cloud backup with.

Ping Monitoring Service (Per Domain/Per Month).

Ping Every. Price pounds sterling/per month.
5 Minutes 7.96

2 Minutes 13.96

1 Minute 26.96

30 Seconds 54.96

Key Management Service 

£5.00 per month/per key.

SMTP Service.

GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds has a dependence on a SMTP service to send Email. You can 
configure it to use your own mailbox, or use the integrated services such as Microsoft Office365. 
We also have a basic service which is priced below.   P/m = Per Month.

Plan Upto Emails P/m Monthly Costs Addt Cost Per 5000 Emails
Basic 500 £7.95 £22.95

Essential 1500 £19.95 £15.00

Pro 6000 £55.95 £6.95

All total prices are plus VAT.



See GARNET8 Collaboration Clouds Service Definition for how to buy.

Contact Details:                                                                      

Person: Chris Cook.                                                                     
Email: chris.cook@garnet8.co.uk                                                    
Mobile: 07500 889 110.                                                             
Office: 01489 559 540.                                                               
LinkedIn: https://uk.linkedin.com/in/chris-cook-62215551              

Twitter: @Garnet8Ltd                                                                

GARNET8's Mission.                                                     

Is to 'Make Information Technology Simple', enabling        
Government Departments and Businesses of all sizes to    
'Save Time and Money'.                                                             

Our mission empowers them to focus on their                     
organisations information needs.                                            
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